Discovering Mesa Prieta Resource Trunk Contents

Activity Resources (number provided; name; associated unit)

- 6 Geology resource pictures- volcanoes and Mesa Prieta - Unit 2
- 15 Basalt rocks and 1 bag sediment – Unit 2
- 1 Volcano model – Unit 2
- 1 Poster: Volcano Types of New Mexico, 1 Poster: New Mexico: Land of Volcanoes , 1 Poster: Earthquakes in Northern New Mexico – Unit 2 (posters are in poster tube)
- 30 Earth History Timeline cards (in binder) – Unit 3
- 1 Timeline roller – Unit 3
- 5 Northern New Mexico maps - laminated - Units 4,12,13
- 32 Petroglyph photos – Units 5,6,9,10
- 6 Pictograph photos – Unit 5
- 1 painted rock “pictograph” (in drawer marked fragile)– Unit 5
- 25 balls of modeling clay (in drawer marked paints and clay) – Unit 5
- 1 Bag Sunflower seeds – Unit 6
- 1 Eight Northern Pueblo booklet and 1 packet of miscellaneous pamphlets - Unit 12
- 1 set faux pottery sherds (in drawer marked fragile)– Unit 12
- 3 Laminated photos – La Entrada – Unit 13
- 7 Laminated photos - Units 13,15
- 1 Historic Period timeline copied from curriculum, 1 package Timeline event cards, 5 Camino Real brochures, 5 NM Transportation maps, and 1 laminated Old Spanish – Unit 13
- 1 Laminated – gravel mulch field – Unit 14
- 1 Laminated image Poshuinge: reconstruction (oversize, loose in trunk) – Unit 14
- 1 Bag of corn kernels, 1 Cob of Indian corn, 1 Bag Pinto beans, 1 Bag Anasazi beans – Unit 14
- 4 Turkey feathers (stored carefully on side of trunk) – Unit 14
- 6 Packets of laminated images (36 total) – Unit 15
- 1 Horseshoe (in drawer marked fragile) – Unit 15
- 1 baggie of Historic Period glass sherds (sharp edges! – in drawer marked fragile) – Unit 15
- 1 Sample bag of grains and legume, and panocha flour – Unit 15
- 1 sample of Wheat heads (fragile – in poster tube) – Unit 15
- 1 baggie of Netting for sprouting jars – Unit 15
- 1 Sample simple loom – Unit 15
- 1 Small woven rug, 1 Sample bag of wool, yarn and dying materials - Unit 15
- 1 Sample bag of remedies and yerba Buena (suggest buying fresh for tea making) – Unit 15
- 2 Miniature adobe brick making forms – Unit 15

- 12 Photos of petroglyph vandalism – Unit 16

- 9 dilemma cards – Unit 17

- 1 package Archaeologist photos – Unit 18

- 4 magnifying loupes – General Resource
- 2 Paint sets and brushes – General Resource
- 2 Colored pencil sets – General Resource

**Useful items not included:**
- Grain grinder
- Frying pan or griddle or comal
- Cooking pot
- Strainer
- Wool carder
- Plastic buckets
- Small shovels or trowels, hoes
- Small boards or pieces of wood
- Measuring cup
- Knife, cutting board
- Jars for sprouting seeds
- Adobe mix or dirt and straw
- Small paper plates
- Rubber bands
- Fabrics of various materials
- Garlic, chile powder
Resource Trunk Books

- **101 questions about Ancient Indians of the Southwest** by David Grant Noble. Western National Parks Association. 1998
- *Old Father Story Teller* by Pablita Velarde. Clear Light Publishing. Santa Fe, NM. 1989

The Santero’s Miracle, a Bilingual Story by Rudolfo Anaya and Enrique Lamadrid. University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, NM. 2004


Treasures from the Loom, by Katacha Díaz. Waterford Institute, Sandy, UT

DVD’s (in binder)


Mesa Prieta Petroglyph Project – A Project to Protect a Place. Mesa Prieta Petroglyph Project, 2017